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I am very much happy and a great privilege to
meet you all through our official Newsletter Aadhar.
We have received a massive feedback from our cli-

INDEPENDENT

ents from schools, colleges and industries for our

THINKING

training modules.
Counseling is getting momentum in both Schools
and Colleges and we helikx started training the
counselors and placed in various schools and colleges.
This could be the right time to create awareness on need for counseling. With re-

Independent

thought

is

not

popular - it is absolutely, priceless, rare. Nothing you read
about in the papers or see on
the television is independent.
Whatever we take in from the
popular media is regurgitated

gard to this, Helikx School Social Work Department organize a Counseling Conclave on 13th July @ Salem and 20th July @ Erode for Schools.
Helikx conducts “Life Skills” Training for School Students by joining with Rotary
Club of Karur Angels. It’s 3 month of programme with 4 phases and will be conducted in weekends commences from 5th July 2014.
We have introduced a new section “Auto Biography”. Interview of the Top heads of
the institutions and industries will be published in the section.

conventional knowledge. There
is nothing independent about
most of the world. - - Page # 2

And this time we come up some interesting and useful articles too. We are looking
forward for your support and guidance in our new initiatives. Thank you.

Mr. Senthilkumar, Chairman, Helikx.

Strategies to develop

Independent Thinking Ability
Instead of substituting a new convenelse is think-

tional thought for the old one, deliber-

ing, the best

ately seek out experiences that challenge

we can expect

your views. These experiences may exist

is to achieve

in foreign cultures, unusual subcultures,

what

they’re

or between the pages of a book you dis-

a l r e a d y

agree with. The point is not to adopt a

achieving.

new train of thought, but to disrupt the

If

our aim is to
over-a chieve,
we

need

a voi d

to
the

same

banal

influences and
think impossiA classroom full of 10-year-old students

bly. We need to become independent

is asked to solve a problem with children

from conventional wisdom.

crossing the street on the way to school.

Fortunately, you don’t have to be particu-

The children come up with ideas that
have been used successfully in other
places: traffic calming devices, over-

conventional railroad.
3. Watch the process from a distance:
Leaving your normal life behind can give
you the freedom to see issues from another perspective. Watching the world
instead of eating it up gives you the
peace of mind to think for yourself.
Standing still from time to time gives you
the opportunity to ridicule your own beliefs and explore new angles.

larly intelligent or well educated to think
independently. Consider small children.

4. Randomize your sensory inputs:

Conventional wisdom says that shoes are

Instead of visiting the same places, eat-

for wearing and bananas are for eating.

ing the same foods, and talking to the

Independent thinking allows children try

same people, you can actively pursue

eating the shoes and wearing the ba-

new experiences. Many people cling to

Except for one. A student recommends

nanas on their feet. Their lack of conven-

the familiar to simplify decisions and

that the school board sell the property

tional wisdom and utter disregard for

create a sense of security. If you truly

and move the classroom online. This is

how others view their decisions allows

want to think independently, you need to

not what the teacher was expecting.

children to experiment without anxiety.

get outside your comfort zone.

In this case they may be wrong, but in

5. Practice disbelief:

passes, fluorescent jackets and speed
limits. All these ideas are conventional,
exactly what the teacher wants to hear.

This idea may not be practical, popular,
or even possible, but when it’s ridiculed

other cases they can be shockingly right.

Without becoming a cynic, you can de-

by the class it might be the last inde-

Using these 5 strategies you can develop

velop the habit of instinctively distrusting

pendent thought that the student dares

your independent thinking ability.

thoughts that rely on conventional wis-

1. Disconnect from sources of conven-

dom. Instead of assuming that these

tional thinking:

“truths” are self evident, suspend judge-

to express — the death of another independent thinker.
Independent thought is not popular — it
is absolutely, priceless, rare. Nothing you
read about in the papers or see on the

Instead of plugging into your TV, PC, or
library for answers, think for yourself

ment until you’ve have confirmed that
there is reality behind the logic.

first. Without cutting yourself off from

If all of this sounds too difficult, consider

the world, you can increase your capacity

what can be gained from independent

for independent thought by limiting the

thought. Even microscopic steps towards

conventional opinion you absorb. This

thinking independently will increase your

means reducing the media you consume

contribution to the world. You will see

and the level of devotion you give to it.

opportunities and solutions that others

This is a tragedy - independent thought is

Independent thinkers aren’t necessarily

overlook. You will obtain a competitive

essential

Conventional

contrarian, but they don’t agree with the

advantage over less creative thinkers.

thinking moves us forward gradually at

status quo by default. They devise new

Most importantly, your thoughts will be

best (at worst it pushes us backwards).

criteria for perceiving the world rather

your own and not just recycled media.

Independent

than

Think independently and you create a

television is independent. Whatever we
take in from the popular media is regurgitated conventional knowledge. There is
nothing independent about most of the
world.

for

progress.

thinking

is

required

to

achieve any substantial jump in performance.
Logically, when we think like everyone
Anantham Silks, Kumbakonam

Training @ NTL Call taxi, Chennai

seeing

everything

through

the

screen of their computer.

world of limitless opportunity. But don’t

2. Immerse yourself in experiences that

take my word for it… find out for your-

conflict with your current perspective:

self.

Bridge Course @ Annapoorana Engg. College

Anantham Silks, Ramanathapuram

Faculty Development @ Sudharsan Engg. College

Train the Trainer

Teacher Training @ Kids Club School,

AUTO

BIOGRAPHY
Mr. SELVAM
Principal
Indu International School, Erode

Leadership

Mr. SELVAM
Principal
Indu International School, Erode

By Robin Sharma
Leadership has nothing to do with the
title on your business card or the size of
your office. Leadership is not about how
much money you make or the clothes you
wear. Leadership is a philosophy. It’s an

Special or important date? and why?

Gokulashtami. Because of Lord
Krishna’s Devotee.

attitude. It’s a state of mind. And it’s

What inspires you?

available to each one of us.
Here’s an example. I spend a lot of my
life on airplanes and traveling so I’m hard

Pragmatic thoughts and deeds.

on my luggage. The handle on my carryon luggage broke after my tour of Russia
a few months ago (you have to put a visit
to St. Petersburg on your list of places to

Nick Name:

Maya Krishnan

visit before you die). Anyway, I take the

Protected.
Because, born in a prominent
family of my work place.

young man at the counter treated me
wonderfully and within a few days, the

While in New York a week ago, the handle broke again. I assumed that I’d have
to pay for the repair when I went back
into Evex. Most business put clients
through so many hurdles: if you haven’t

stand that without treating their customers well, there is no business.
When I explained that the handle broke

within 3 days. And of course Sir, there
around needing the receipt from the previous repair. No hassles. No issues. Just
great service, with a giant smile.

Democracy, Team Work, Commitment and Steady Growth.

Life is a …..

DRAMA

have your carry-on in perfect order
will be no charge.” No bureaucracy

As a leader, what value(s) you have
brought for your organization?

I was selected for Indian Air
force 30 years back, but
mother denied to join. So, I
didn't join.

gized for the problem I faced. She them
said: “We will promise you that you will

Bhagavat Geetha by Lord
Krishna

Heart Broken incident?

again, the young woman at the counter –
without a moment of hesitation – apolo-

Favourite book & author?

In Chennai Central, instead to
catching the Kovai Express, I
get into Coromondel Express.
Then I realized and get into
Kovai express exactly 1 minute
before train starts.

we cannot help you etc etc. Well Evex is
different. They just get it. They under-

Mr. Rajasekaran, NCC master.
Determination for everything
(Practical life, academics, security, discipline etc)

Crazy incident?

saved the receipt you are out of luck, if
you don’t know who did the initial repair

Favourite teacher and why?

Adolf Hitler.

piece in to Evex, a dealer in Toronto. The

handle was fixed.

Describe your childhood days with
an adjective or a word and why?

Your Childhood hero?

This

woman showed

leadership.

She

quickly diagnosed the problem, assumed

What you care the most?

personal responsibility and made the

Given responsibilities and welfare of the team and organization.

tomer in the process. What will you do to

right decision. And she wowed her cusbe the leader that you are destined to be,
today?

Comments about this Interview

Feeling Refreshed in my
hectic schedule.
More questions can be
added.
Logically Planned.

8 ways to control spending and start saving
s a l t

not allow easy withdrawals. This is

a w a y

one of the reasons that make the

money

Provident Fund such an effective

w h e n

tool for long-term savings. Every

every-

month, the employee's contribution

o

e

is deducted from the salary and de-

around

n

posited into his PF account. The

you

is

money keeps growing till the person

spend-

retires. He can access the corpus

ing as if

before retirement only in certain

there

circumstances.

no

is
to-

morrow.

Source: /timesofindia.indiatimes.com/

The biggest challenge for young investors is to control spending. Here
are eight ways you can transform
from

a

spender

to

a

saver.

You may have landed yourself a good
job, earn a fat salary and have a
bright future. Yet, none of this is

MANTRA #2

There is

Wait before you splurge :

tr em en-

The urge to buy something you like

d o u s

can be overwhelming. Easy financing

p e e r

options and plastic money prevent

pressure and even the most level-

an individual from distinguishing his

headed youngsters can stumble. Our

wants from his needs. Whenever you

cover story this week looks at 8 se-

want to buy something expensive but

cret mantras that can help transform

not essential , follow the 30-day rule.

a spendthrift into a saver .

Just postpone the purchase by 30

MANTRA #1

days. During that period, think hard
whether you really want the item. At

Save before you spend :

the end of the month, if you still

quite evident when you look at your

Many people are not able to save

want to buy it, go ahead and pur-

savings . This is not a one-off case

enough because they don't have any-

chase it. However, if the item was

and you are not the only one to have

thing left after all their expenses.

not really essential, you will get over

not paid heed to saving for the fu-

Their financial equation is: Income -

the urge to buy and will probably

ture. Young people often find it diffi-

Expenses = Savings . Legendary in-

junk the idea. This simple rule works

cult to save in the initial years of

vestor Warren Buffett offers a simple

very effectively in case of gadgets,

their careers. Studies reveal that

solution.

equation

apparel, footwear and accessories.

discretionary spending can be as

should be changed to Income - Sav-

It's also not very difficult to follow

high as 18-20 % of the income for

ings = Expenses. Instead of saving

because you don't actually deny

young people. A 2011 study by As-

what is left after expenses, you

yourself the item. You merely post-

socham revealed that almost 35% of

should spend what is left after you

pone the purchase by a month. As a

the urban youth spend up to 5,000 a

are done with your savings for the

fringe benefit, you also get to re-

month on clothing alone. This is one

month.

search the item over the next 30

of the reasons most young people

We know controlling expenses is

have such low savings . "Gen Y usu-

easier said than done. However hard

ally focuses on their EMIs, but ig-

you may try, there will be some ex-

nores

They want to

pense that will gobble up the surplus

splurge on the latest smart phones

and prevent you from saving. The

and the newest cars but not save for

solution lies in automating your sav-

their future," says Sudipto Roy, busi-

ings. If you give an ECS mandate to

their SIPs.

ness head, Principal Retirement Ad-

He

says

the

your bank for an SIP, the money will

visors.

automatically flow into your mutual

Discipline and self-regulation are the

fund even before you can withdraw

cornerstones of a successful invest-

it. Ideally, the savings should flow

ment plan. We know it is difficult to

into an investment option that does

days. There is another guideline that
can help you know the difference
between wants and needs. The 30minute rule says that if you are
unlikely to use an item for a least 30
minutes a day on average , you
should not buy it. The fancy coffee
maker is really no use if you take it
out once a month. Of course, this
rule is only for gadgets and appliances and should not apply to other
essential household items.
Contd… in Page # 5

8 ways to control spending and start saving. contd...
MANTRA #3

expenses. Still, this should not hold

vestable surplus after expenses. Be-

you back from saving . For a young

sides, a new car should be used for

investor, the low quantum of invest-

at least 8 years for complete return

Credit and debit cards are essential

ment is more than made up by the

on investment . Similarly, assess

because an increasing number of

long period available for the money

how much you really need the new

our financial transactions take place

to grow. The magic of compounding

smart phone before upgrading.

online. However, plastic can be dan-

ensures that even a small sum

gerous in the hands of a reckless

grows into a gargantuan amount

spender. Studies show that people

over the long term. The investment

Levy luxury tax on yourself:

tend to overspend if they use a

can be scaled up as the income

credit card for a purchase. If they

The intention of this article is not to

grows in the coming years. How-

have to make the payment in cash,

make you deny yourself the very

ever, it is difficult for the average

they feel the pinch. Since the credit

luxuries that you have worked for so

investor to maintain the discipline

card user only signs on the slip, the

hard to attain. Every now and then,

required for this approach over a

full impact of the purchase is not

you need to treat yourself and your

long period of time. Mutual fund

felt.

family to some some fun as well.

investors start SIPs but don't en-

Take the case of Pune based Vikas

To suppress the shopaholic inside

hance the amount every year. Ulip

Mathur (see picture). He has found

you, leave your debit and credit

investors pay the same premium

a novel way to boost his savings

cards behind when you go to the

year after year without any top-ups .

every time he spends. No, we are

mall. Take cash instead. Experts

Investors in recurring deposits and

not talking about credit card reward

recommend some extreme measures

fixed deposit don't even have the

points here. Every time Mathur in-

for serious shopping addicts. Some

option to increase their investment

dulges in some discretionary spend-

say you should just note down the

in the same account.

ing, he socks away an equal amount

card details and then cut the card

MANTRA #5

for his savings. If a dinner and

Avoid using plastic money:

into pieces so that you can't use it
anymore. Others suggest you keep

MANTRA #6

movie with the family costs him

Don't be pressured to spend:

2,000, another 2,000 is put into his

the card in a paper sleeve and stick

Everybody's financial situation is

savings. There is another advantage

pictures of your kids or spouse on it.

different . Just because your col-

of this rule. The luxury tax that

You will be reminded of the other

league has bought a new car or

Mathur levies on himself helps him

goals you may be jeopardizing when

booked a flat in a fancy location

get over the guilt of spending on

you swipe the card for an unneces-

does not mean you should follow

discretionary items.

sary purchase. "Keep in mind that

suit. Bangalore-based Rajesh Prasad

every craving sets you back when it

(see picture) learnt this early in his

comes to reaching your longterm

career. "When I started working,

Don't spend to de-stress:

goals," says P V Subramanyam, fi-

there was a lot of peer pressure to

For many people, spending can be

nancial trainer, Iris. One bizarre

go out and splurge. However, my

therapeutic . It is a way to unwind

idea is to literally freeze your card

father and senior colleagues advised

after a stressful day and gives the

inside a block of ice. It won't dam-

me against blowing away my entire

person a sense of control. However,

age the card, but the user will have

income," he says. When it comes to

the aftermath of this de-stressing

to wait for the ice to melt before he

big-ticket

and

exercise can be even more stressful

can access it. However, we believe

houses, do the math carefully before

if it burns a big hole in your pocket.

the average spender won't have to

committing expenses. For instance ,

Worse still, if the bills you pile up

resort to such extreme measures.

the total cost of ownership of a car

remain unpaid, because it will defi-

Just keeping the card in a safe place

is

price

nitely hurt your credit score and you

instead of carrying it around in the

quoted by the dealer. You also have

might find yourself denied a bank

wallet is good enough.

to include the cost of fuel, insur-

loan if you happen to require one.

ance, servicing, spares and repair.

"You must use your credit card

There are a few rules for buying a

Start small to save big:

wisely and with caution. If you use

car. The price of the car should not

more than 30% of your total avail-

At the beginning of your career,

be more than 60% of your annual

able credit card limit, it will affect

your income may not be very high.

household income. The EMI should

your credit score adversely," says

In many cases, there is a very small

not be more than 15% of your

Nitin Vyakaranam, Founder & CEO,

investable surplus after the all the

monthly income or 30% of your in-

ArthaYantra.com.

MANTRA #4

much

items

higher

like

than

cars

the

MANTRA #7

Contd.. in Page 6

8 ways to control spending and start saving. contd...
Do you also frequently head to the

brought up at the end because Gen

though they take up a large portion

mall and pick up stuff to fight de-

Y is put off by the B word. The fact

of the total monthly expenditure.

pression and anxiety? Get a grip on

is that setting up a budget is the

the situation and look for healthier

first step towards prudent financial

(and less costlier) alternatives to

planning, and it's not too difficult .

unwinding. When you feel over-

You have to just set a limit on how

whelmed by the urge to go on a

much you are going to spend on

shopping spree, go for a stroll in the

your clothes, travel, movies and eat-

park or do some light exercise. This

ing out in a month, and stick to your

will act as a distraction and ease the

budget. Budgeting also helps you

urge to spend.

keep tabs on the itsy-bitsy expenses,

MANTRA #8 : Fix a budget and stick

such as casual shopping for clothes,

to it

eating out, gifting, and entertain-

This should have been the first mantra,

but

has

been

deliberately

Feedback Corner
- - Mr. Anumothu R, Associate Tech
Lead, Hakunamatata Solutions Pvt Ltd.
Chennai .

ment.

Most

of

the

time,

these

smaller items go unnoticed even

ners

advocated

the

method, where the outlay for each
head was put in separate envelopes.
Now you can sign up with a money
management portal. These websites
aggregate all your finances, from
savings bank accounts and credit
cards to loan payments and mutual
fund SIPs. They help you keep track
of your money, alerting you when a
payment is due or when you have
overspent under a certain head.

thing in very energetic and positive

a lot of confident that we could

way. You have a lot of positive en-

clearly set in process.

ergy. Thanks for that. Learning from

The Story was very nice. That was
really a nice motivation story. Accept
the pain, usability, inner strong, accept and change when matter goes

Helikx Consultancy Division.

wrong points are good. Hard to im-

Programme: Ctrl + Alt + Delete

plement. But can try. some times I

(Communications and Team Dynamics)

felt that, whatever we said, you tried
to

convenience

your

point

very

the mistake is the great way to
achieve good things. Now we can
understand why you mentioned that
CT R L + AL T + DE L

an d

teractions to us. We enjoyed each
and every seconds.

The drawing event also very fun. Still

ref resh .

Thanks.
———————————
- - Mr. C. Ganeshmoorthy, Faculty &
Student Counselor , SSVM School, Mettupalayam

strongly.

Thanks for your great effort, fun, in-

'envelope'

fused. we obeyed the rules. This give

Facilitator: Mr. Hussain, Facilitator,

Feedback:

In the good old days, financial plan-

Programme: Teacher Training.

I am laughing by seeing the image.

I'm blessed to be a part of Helikx

But we felt very sad because of not

training

Initially what I thought was, this ses-

accept our first elephant draw (4th

school, I am so grateful to the Man-

sion was a kind of as usual english

team). This event showed clearly

agement- SSVM & Helikx for enlight-

teaching session. The session for

about our honesty by not playing

ing this academic year with a high

email writing, business body lan-

others role and just obeyed what re-

level of positive energy and thoughts.

guage, client handling, motivation

quested

I'm confident this will be carried for

etc. For god shake this was not that

clearly exhibit that we didn't plan

a lifetime.

kind and also went well. For each

well and think well. just we did once

and every part of the session touched

Today session was very

you said to draw an

the heart and spark something what

and thought-provoking, facilitated by

out any discussion even though we

we already know and didn't care a

Mr.

had a team.

Mr.Thangavel. Your team has sensi-

lot.

by

yourself. But also It

elephant with

session

Raja,

Mrs.

held

at

SSVM

exuberant

Sasikala

and

At the end of introduction you said

tized all our knowledge workers to

We don't know whether we com-

that, you would not allow to ask

understand the students community

pletely understand the objective of

question after that. But you know,

in a broader perspective. Helikx have

the session. But I assure you that,

you requested each and every time to

triggered a new dimension for the

we

ask questions.

upliftment of both the teacher and

didn't misunderstood. The first

activity showed a lot about team effort, interaction, interest to solve the
problem. I personally felt that, any
mater we didn't give up and con-

About the leadership quality and why
should we need leaders thoughts are
very nice. You convenience

every

the student in their respective roles.
Hope this would bring a paradigm
shift in teaching-learning process.

Contact:
149, Alamelu Nagar, Pagalpatty, Muthunaickenpatty Road, Salem – 636303
Phone : 0427 6532870 | Mobile : 98427 33318 | info@helikx.com | www.helikx.com

